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Abstract: We consider an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with values in Rn driven
by a Le´vy process (Zt) taking values in R
d with d possibly smaller than n. The
Le´vy noise can have a degenerate or even vanishing Gaussian component. Under
a controllability rank condition and a mild assumption on the Le´vy measure
of (Zt), we prove that the law of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process at any time
t > 0 has a density on Rn. Moreover, when the Le´vy process is of α-stable type,
α ∈ (0, 2), we show that such density is a C∞-function.
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1 Introduction and statement of the main results
We study absolute continuity of the laws of a n-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process (Xxt ), which solves the stochastic differential equation
dXt = AXtdt +BdZt, X0 = x ∈ R
n. (1.1)
Here (Zt) is a given Le´vy process, with values in R
d, defined on some stochastic
basis (Ω,F ,(Ft)t≥0,P). The dimension d might be different and also smaller
than n. Let us recall that (Zt) is a stochastic process having independent,
time-homogeneous increments and ca`dla`g trajectories, starting from 0 (see [1]).
Moreover A is a real n× n matrix and B a real n× d matrix.
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes appear in many areas of science, for instance
in physics (see [10] and the references therein) and in mathematical finance (see
[2], [5], [6] and the references therein). Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes with jumps
have recently received much attention (see [26], [24], [23] and [19]).
In the paper we present two main results: one on existence of densities of
(Xxt ), and the other on the regularity of such densities. Both theorems assume
the following (controllability) rank condition
Rank [B,AB, . . . , An−1B] = n. (1.2)
Here [B,AB, . . . , An−1B] denotes the n × nd matrix, composed of matrices
B, . . . , An−1B, which corresponds to the linear mapping: (u0, . . . , un−1) 7→ Bu0+
. . . +An−1Bun−1, from R
nd into Rn. An interesting example of an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process with degenerate noise satisfying the rank condition (with
d = 1 and n = 2) is a solution of the equation


X1t = Zt, X
1
0 = x
1
0,
X2t = x
1
0t+
∫ t
0
Zsds+ x
2
0, t ≥ 0, x = (x
1
0, x
2
0) ∈ R
2.
(1.3)
It is a generalization of a famous example due to Kolmogorov, in which (Zt) was
a real Wiener process. In [14] Kolmogorov showed that the law of the random
variable (X1t ,X
2
t ) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure,
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for any t > 0, x ∈ R2, and, in fact, its density is a C∞-function on R2. This
Gaussian example has also been considered by Ho¨rmander in [11].
When the process (Zt) is a standard d-dimensional Wiener process, it is known
that Xxt has a density if and only if the rank condition holds (see, e.g., [7] and
[8]). Moreover under (1.2) the random variables Xxt , t > 0, x ∈ R
n, have C∞-
densities. This regularity result can be easily extended to the case when the Le´vy
process (Zt) is given by a non-degenerate d-dimensional Wiener process with a
drift plus an independent pure jump process (see Section 2). Indeed, in such
case, Xxt has two independent components, one of which is a Gaussian Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process at time t having a C∞-density. Note that convolution of
two Borel probability measures has a density as long as at least one of the two
measures has a density (see [23, Lemma 27.1]).
However, the situation is less clear if the Gaussian component of (Zt) degen-
erates or vanishes. In this paper we consider such case. Indeed, we formulate
our mild assumptions for absolute continuity only in terms of the Le´vy measure
of (Zt). Our main first theorem is the following one.
Theorem 1.1. Assume the rank condition (1.2). Assume also that the Le´vy
measure ν of (Zt) is infinite and that there exists r > 0 such that ν restricted to
the ball {x ∈ Rd : |x| ≤ r} has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Then, for any t > 0 and x ∈ Rn, the law of Xxt is absolutely continuous.
It also turns out (see Proposition 2.1) that under the assumptions of the theo-
rem, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Xxt ) is strong Feller. There are a number
of papers dealing with the absolute continuity of laws of degenerate diffusion
processes with jumps (see [4], [16], [18], [15] and [13]). They apply appropriate
extensions of Malliavin calculus for jump processes assuming also the well-known
Ho¨rmander condition on commutators (which becomes the rank condition (1.2)
for Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes). In [4] it is assumed that the Le´vy measure
of (Zt) has a sufficiently smooth density. In [16], [15], [18] and [13] α-stable type
Le´vy processes (Zt) are considered. The very weak sufficient conditions for the
absolute continuity of the laws of degenerate diffusions with jumps, formulated
in Theorem 1.1, are new. Moreover, in the proof, we use analytical methods as
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well as control theoretic arguments.
To formulate our second theorem, concerned with existence of regular densi-
ties, we need a new hypothesis on the Le´vy measure ν.
Hypothesis 1.2. There exist C > 0 and α ∈ (0, 2), such that, for sufficiently
small r > 0, the following estimate holds:
∫
{z∈Rd : |〈z,h〉|≤r}
〈z, h〉2 ν(dz) ≥ C r2−α, h ∈ Rd, with |h| = 1. (1.4)
This condition was introduced in [18]. However, both [18] and [13] prove C∞-
regularity of densities of solutions of SDEs with jumps assuming a strictly stronger
version of Hypothesis 1.2 in which the integral with respect to ν is taken over the
smaller set {z ∈ Rd : |z| ≤ r}. An interesting example of measure ν for which
(1.4) holds but the stronger hypothesis is not verified is given in [18, Remark 1].
Clearly, if (Zt) is a d-dimensional α-stable process which is rotation invariant
(i.e., ψ(h) = cα|h|
α, for h ∈ Rd, α ∈ (0, 2), where cα is a positive constant) then
(1.4) holds. Thus our next theorem generalizes the Kolmogorov regularity result
concerning (1.3) to the case when (Zt) is a Le´vy process of α-stable type.
Theorem 1.3. Assume the rank condition (1.2) and Hypothesis 1.2. Then, at
any time t > 0, x ∈ Rn, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Xxt ) has a C
∞-density
with all bounded derivatives. Moreover, for any t > 0, x ∈ Rn, f : Rn → R Borel
and bounded,
(1.5)
E[f(Xxt )] =
1
(2pi)n
∫
Rn
f(etAx+ y)
(∫
Rn
e−i〈y,h〉 exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ψ(B∗esA
∗
h)ds
)
dh
)
dy
=
1
(2pi)n
∫
Rn
f(z)
(∫
Rn
e−i〈z,h〉ei〈e
tA∗h,x〉 exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ψ(B∗esA
∗
h)ds
)
dh
)
dz.
2 Existence of densities
Consider the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process introduced in (1.1). It is well known
that this is given by
Xxt = e
tAx+
∫ t
0
e(t−s)ABdZs = e
tAx+ Yt, t ≥ 0, x ∈ R
n, (2.1)
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where the stochastic convolution Yt can be defined as a limit in probability of
Riemann sums (see, for instance, [23, Section 17] and [24]).
The law µxt of X
x
t has the characteristic function (or Fourier transform) µˆ
x
t ,
µˆxt (h) = e
i〈etAx,h〉µˆt(h) = e
i〈etA
∗
h,x〉 exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ψ(B∗esA
∗
h)ds
)
, h ∈ Rn, (2.2)
where µt denotes the law of Yt and ψ is the exponent of (Zt),
E[ei〈u,Zt〉] = e−tψ(u), u ∈ Rd.
By 〈·, ·〉 and | · | we indicate the inner product and the Euclidean norm in Rk,
k ∈ N, respectively. Moreover B∗ denotes the adjoint (or transposed) matrix of
B.
Recall the Le´vy-Khintchine representation for ψ,
ψ(s) =
1
2
〈Qs, s〉− i〈a, s〉−
∫
Rd
(
ei〈s,y〉−1− i〈s, y〉 ID (y)
)
ν(dy), s ∈ Rd, (2.3)
where ID is the indicator function of the ball D = {x ∈ R
d : |x| ≤ 1}, Q is a
symmetric d×d non-negative definite matrix, a ∈ Rd, and ν is the Le´vy measure
of (Zt). Thus ν is a σ-finite measure on R
d, such that
ν({0}) = 0,
∫
Rd
(1 ∧ |y|2) ν(dy) <∞.
The triplet (Q, a, ν) which gives (2.3) is unique. According to (2.3), the process
(Zt) can be represented by the Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition as
Zt = at+RWt + Z
0
t , t ≥ 0, (2.4)
where R is a d × d matrix such that RR∗ = Q, (Wt) is a standard R
d-valued
Wiener process and (Z0t ) is a Le´vy jump process (see [1]). The processes (Wt)
and (Z0t ) are independent.
Let (Pt) be the transition semigroup determined by (X
x
t ), i.e.,
Ptf(x) = E[f(X
x
t )], t ≥ 0, x ∈ R
n,
f ∈ Bb(R
n), where Bb(R
n) denotes the space of all real Borel and bounded
functions on Rn. The semigroup (Pt) (or the process (X
x
t )) is called strong
Feller if Ptf is a continuous function, for any t > 0 and for any f ∈ Bb(R
n).
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Applying a result due to Hawkes (see [12]) we show now that the strong Feller
property for (Pt) is equivalent to the existence of a density for the law of X
x
t ,
for any t > 0, x ∈ Rn. This result holds for any Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
defined in (1.1) (without requiring the rank condition (1.2)). For related results
in infinite dimensions, see [22] and [20].
Proposition 2.1. The semigroup (Pt) is strong Feller if and only if, for each
t > 0, x ∈ Rn, the law µxt of X
x
t is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure.
Proof. Fix t > 0 and let µt be the law of Yt (see (2.1)). Since µ
x
t = δetAx ∗ µt
(where δa denotes the Dirac measure concentrated in a ∈ R
n) µxt is absolutely
continuous, for any x ∈ Rn, if and only if µt has the same property.
We write, for any f ∈ Bb(R
n), x ∈ Rn,
Ptf(x) =
∫
Rn
f(etAx+ y)µt(dy) =
∫
Rn
(f ◦ etA)(x+ e−tAy)µt(dy) =∫
Rn
(f ◦ etA)(x+ z)(e−tA ◦ µt)(dz),
where (e−tA◦µt) is the image of the probability measure µt under e
−tA. Applying
[12, Lemma 2.1], we know that the Markov operator Ttg(x) =
∫
Rn
g(x+z)(e−tA ◦
µt)(dz), x ∈ R
n, maps Borel and bounded functions into continuous ones if and
only if (e−tA ◦µt) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Hence Ptf is continuous, for any f ∈ Bb(R
n), if and only if (e−tA◦µt) is absolutely
continuous. This gives the assertion, since etA is an isomorphism.
Remark 2.2. If the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Xxt ) has a density for any
x ∈ Rn, t > 0, i.e., Ptf(x) =
∫
Rn
f(etAx + y)gt(y)(dy), then Ptf is uniformly
continuous on Rn, for any f ∈ L∞(Rn) and t > 0. To prove this, fix t > 0, f ∈
L∞(Rn) and consider a sequence (gkt ) of continuous functions having compact
support which converges to gt in L
1(Rn). Define, for any k ∈ N, P kt f : R
n → R,
P kt f(x) =
∫
Rn
f(etAx + y)gkt (y)(dy), x ∈ R
n. We have that (P kt f) converges to
Ptf uniformly on R
n and, moreover, each function P kt f is uniformly continuous
on Rn. It follows that Ptf is uniformly continuous as well.
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The proof of Theorem 1.1 requires two lemmas. The first one is of indepen-
dent interest.
Lemma 2.3. Assume the rank condition (1.2). Then there exists T0 > 0 (de-
pending on the dimension n and on the eigenvalues of A) such that for any
integer m ≥ n + 1, for any 0 ≤ s1 < . . . < sm ≤ T0, the linear transformations
ls1,...,sm : R
dm → Rn,
ls1,...,sm(y1, . . . , ym) =
m∑
j=1
esjAByj, are onto. (2.5)
Proof. The proof is divided into two parts.
I Part. We define T0 > 0.
Let (λj) be the distinct complex eigenvalues of A, j = 1, . . . , k (with k ≤ n).
Consider the following complex polynomial: p(λ) =
∏k
j=1(λ − λj)
n, λ ∈ C, and
the corresponding ordinary linear differential operator p(D) of order n,
p(D)y(t) =
( k∏
j=1
(D − λj)
n
)
y(t) = y(n)(t) + a1y
(n−1)(t) + . . .+ an, t ∈ R,
where y ∈ Cn(R), ai ∈ C, and y
(i) denotes the i-derivative of y, i = 1, . . . , n.
By a result due to Nehari (see [17]) we know, in particular, that there exists
T0 > 0 (depending on n and on the coefficients a1, . . . , an) such that any non-
trivial solution y(t) to the equation p(D)y = 0 has at most n zeros on [−T0, T0].
By this theorem, we deduce that the following quasi-polynomials
y(t) =
k∑
j=1
n−1∑
r=0
crje
λjttr, (2.6)
which are solutions for p(D)y = 0 (see, for instance, [3, Chapter 3]), have always
at most n zeros on [−T0, T0] no matter what are the complex coefficients crj
(except the trivial case in which all crj are zero).
II Part. We prove the assertion.
Introduce the following linear and bounded operators (depending on t > 0)
Lt : L
2([0, t];Rd)→ Rn, Ltu =
∫ t
0
esABu(s)ds, u ∈ L2([0, t];Rd).
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The controllability condition is equivalent to the fact that each Lt is onto, t > 0
(see, for instance, [27, Chapter 1]). Hence, in particular, Im(LT0) = R
n (T0 > 0
is defined in the first part of the proof). To prove the assertion it is enough to
show that
Im(LT0) ⊂ Im (ls1,...,sm) (2.7)
for any 0 ≤ s1 < . . . < sm ≤ T0, and m ≥ n + 1. We fix m ≥ n + 1 and take
(s1, . . . , sm) with 0 ≤ s1 < . . . < sm ≤ T0. Let v ∈ R
n, v 6= 0, be orthogonal to
Im(ls1,...,sm). Assertion (2.7) follows if we prove that
〈v, LT0u〉 = 0, for any u ∈ L
2([0, T0];R
d). (2.8)
To this purpose, note that the orthogonality of v to Im(ls1,...,sm) is equivalent to
B∗esjA
∗
v = 0, for j = 1, . . . ,m, i.e.,
〈B∗esjA
∗
v, ek〉 = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m, k = 1, . . . , d, (2.9)
where (ek) is the canonical basis in R
d. Note that each mapping s 7→ 〈B∗esA
∗
v, ek〉,
k = 1, . . . , d, is a quasi-polynomial like (2.6). Since m ≥ n + 1, condition (2.9)
implies that each mapping 〈B∗esA
∗
v, ek〉 is identically zero on [0, T0] by the first
part of the proof.
It follows that
〈LT0u, v〉 =
∫ T0
0
〈u(s), B∗esA
∗
v〉ds = 0,
for any u ∈ L2([0, T0];R
d). This implies that v is orthogonal to Im(LT0) and so
(2.7) holds. The proof is complete.
Lemma 2.4. Let L : Rp → Rq, p ≥ q, be an onto linear transformation. Let γ
be a probability measure on Rp having a density h (with respect to the Lebesgue
measure). Then the probability measure L◦γ, image of γ under L, has a density
on Rq.
Proof. Since the result is clear when p = q, let us assume that p > q. We identify
L with a q × p matrix with respect to the canonical bases (fi)1≤i≤p in R
p and
(ei)1≤i≤q in R
q. Consider the transposed matrix L∗ and complete the system
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of vectors L∗e1, . . ., L
∗eq with vectors fi1, . . . fip−q in order to get a basis in R
p.
Define an invertible p×pmatrix S having the vectors L∗e1, . . ., L
∗eq, fi1 , . . . fip−q
as rows. If pi : Rp → Rq is the projection on the first q coordinates, we have that
L = pi ◦ S. Indeed, for any x ∈ Rp,
pi(Sx) = (〈e1, Lx〉Rq , . . . , 〈eq, Lx〉Rq) = Lx.
Fix any Borel set B ⊂ Rq. Using also the Fubini theorem, we get
∫
Rq
IB(x)(L◦γ)(dx) =
∫
Rp
IB(pi(Sz))h(z)dz =
1
|det(S)|
∫
Rp
IB(pi(y))h(S
−1(y))dy
=
1
|det(S)|
∫
B
dy1 . . . dyq
∫
Rp−q
h ◦ S−1(y1, . . . , yp)dyq+1 . . . dyp.
It follows that L ◦ γ has the density
(y1, . . . , yq) 7→
1
|det(S)|
∫
Rp−q
h ◦ S−1(y1, . . . , yp)dyq+1 . . . dyp.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We will use Lemma 2.3 and adapt the method of the
proof of [23, Theorem 27.7], based on [25] and [9]. Let T0 > 0 be as in Lemma
2.3. Using Proposition 2.1 and the semigroup property of (Pt), in order to prove
the assertion it is enough to show that the law of Yt (see (2.1)) is absolutely
continuous for any t ∈ (0, T0).
Recall that for an arbitrary Borel measure γ on Rn, we have the unique
measure decomposition
γ = γac + γs (2.10)
where γac has a density and γs is singular with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Define, for N ∈ N sufficiently large, say N ≥ N0 with 1/N0 < r, the measure
νN having density I{1/N≤|x|≤r} with respect to ν, i.e.
νN = ν I{1/N≤|x|≤r} and Z
N
t =
∑
0<s≤t, 1
N
≤|△Zs|≤r
△Zs, t ≥ 0,
(the measure νN has density I{1/N≤|x|≤r} with respect to the measure ν defined
in (2.3)) and △Zs = Zs − Zs− (Zs− = limh→0− Zs+h). The process (Z
N
t ) is a
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compound Poisson process and its Le´vy measure is just νN . By the hypotheses,
for any N ≥ N0, νN has a density. Moreover since ν is infinite, we have that
cN = νN (R
d)→∞ as N →∞.
It is well known that (ZNt ) and (Zt −Z
N
t ) are independent Le´vy processes (see,
for instance, [1] or [21, Chapter 1]). It follows, in particular, that the random
variables
Y Nt =
∫ t
0
e(t−s)ABdZNs and Yt−Y
N
t =
∫ t
0
e(t−s)ABd(Z−ZN )s are independent,
(2.11)
for any N ≥ N0, t > 0. Fix t ∈ (0, T0) and denote by µ the law of the random
variable Yt and by µN the one of Y
N
t .
Since µ = µN ∗ βN (where βN is the law of Yt − Y
N
t ), we have by (2.10)
µ = (µN )ac ∗ (βN )s + (µN )s ∗ (βN )s + (µN )ac ∗ (βN )ac + (µN )s ∗ (βN )ac.
By [23, Lemma 27.1]) we deduce that (µN )ac ∗ (βN )s+(µN )ac ∗ (βN )ac+(µN )s ∗
(βN )ac is absolutely continuous and so µs =
(
(µN )s ∗ (βN )s
)
s
and
µs(R
n) ≤ (µN )s ∗ (βN )s
(
R
n) ≤ (µN )s(R
n), for any N ≥ N0. (2.12)
Now we compute µN which coincides with the law of
∫ t
0 e
sABdZNs .
First, note that the law of ZNt is given by
e−cN tδ0 + e
−cN t
∑
k≥1
(cN t)
k
k!
(ν˜N )
k, where cN = νN (R
d), ν˜N =
νN
cN
,
(ν˜N )
k = ν˜N ∗ . . . ∗ ν˜N (k-times). Then consider a sequence (ξi) of independent
random variables having the same exponential law of intensity cN . Introduce
another sequence (Ui) of independent random variables (independent also of
(ξi)) having the same law ν˜N .
It is not difficult to check that the probability measure µN coincides with the
law of the following random variable:
0 · 1{ξ1>t} +
∑
k≥1
1{ξ1+...+ξk≤t<ξ1+...+ξk+1}
(
eξ1ABU1 + . . .+ e
(ξ1+...+ξk)ABUk
)
.
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Note that the events H0 = {ξ1 > t}, Hk = {ξ1 + . . . + ξk ≤ t < ξ1 + . . . + ξk+1}
are all disjoint, k ≥ 1. Since, for any f ∈ Bb(R
n),
f(
∑
k≥0
Xk1Hk) =
∑
k≥0
f(Xk)1Hk ,
where X0 = 0 and Xk = e
ξ1ABU1 + . . .+ e
(ξ1+...+ξk)ABUk, k ≥ 1, we get
Ef(Y Nt ) = e
−cN tf(0) +RN , where
RN = Ef
(∑
k≥1
1{ξ1+...+ξk≤t<ξ1+...+ξk+1}
(
eξ1ABU1 + . . . + e
(ξ1+...+ξk)ABUk
))
=
∑
k≥1
Ef
(
1{ξ1+...+ξk≤t<ξ1+...+ξk+1}
(
eξ1ABU1 + . . .+ e
(ξ1+...+ξk)ABUk
))
=
∞∑
k=1
∫
t1+...+tk≤t≤t1+...+tk+1
(cN )
k+1e−cN (t1+...+tk+1)dt1 . . . dtk+1
·
∫
Rdk
f(et1ABy1 + . . . + e
(t1+...+tk)AByk
)
ν˜N (dy1) . . . ν˜N (dyk)
=
∑
k≥1
∫
t1+...+tk≤t≤t1+...+tk+1
(cN )
k+1e−cN (t1+...+tk+1)dt1 . . . dtk+1·
·
∫
Rn
f(y)µt1,...,tk(dy), f ∈ Bb(R
n),
where µt1,...,tk is the probability measure on R
n which is the image of the prod-
uct measure ν˜N × . . . × ν˜N (k-times) under the linear transformation Jt1,...,tk
(independent of N) acting from Rdk into Rn,
Jt1,...,tk(y1, . . . , yk) = e
t1ABy1 + . . .+ e
(t1+...+tk)AByk,
where yi ∈ R
d, i = 1, . . . , k. For any k ≥ n + 1, t1 ≥ 0, ti > 0, i = 2, . . . , k, we
have 0 ≤ t1 < . . . < t1 + . . .+ tk ≤ T0 and
Jt1,...,tk = lt1,...,t1+...+tk
(see (2.5) and recall that t ∈ (0, T0)). Applying Lemma 2.3, we obtain that, for
any k ≥ n + 1, ti > 0, i = 1, . . . , k, the linear transformation Jt1,...,tk is onto.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, the measure µt1,...,tk has a density gt1,...,tk ∈ L
1(Rn),
for any k ≥ n+ 1, ti > 0, i = 1, . . . , k. Using this fact, we write
µN = µ
1
N + µ
2
N , where µ
1
N = e
−cN tδ0 +
+
n∑
k=1
∫
t1+...+tk<t<t1+...+tk+1
(cN )
k+1e−cN (t1+...+tk+1)µt1,...,tk dt1 . . . dtk+1,
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and µ2N has the following density on R
n :
y 7→
∑
k>n
∫
t1+...+tk<t<t1+...+tk+1
(cN )
k+1e−cN (t1+...+tk+1)gt1,...,tk(y)dt1 . . . dtk+1.
Therefore
(µN )s(R
n) ≤ µ1N (R
n)
= e−cN t +
n∑
k=1
∫
t1+...+tk<t<t1+...+tk+1
(cN )
k+1e−cN (t1+...+tk+1)dt1 . . . dtk+1 −→ 0,
as N → ∞, since cN → ∞ by hypothesis. By (2.12), we immediately get that
µs = 0. This gives the assertion. The proof is complete.
3 Proof of the C∞-result
We pass now to the proof of Theorem 1.3. To obtain C∞-regularity of the
law at time t of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (1.1) we will be estimating its
characteristic function.
We fix t > 0. It is enough to show that the law µt of Yt (see (2.1)) has a
density pt ∈ L
1(Rn) ∩ C∞(Rn) with all bounded derivatives. To this purpose,
note that by (2.2) the characteristic function of µt is
µˆt(y) = exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ψ(B∗esA
∗
y)ds
)
, y ∈ Rn.
We claim that there exist at and ct > 0 such that, for any y ∈ R
n, |y| ≥ 1,
∣∣ exp(−
∫ t
0
ψ(B∗esA
∗
y)ds
)∣∣ ≤ cte−at|y|α . (3.1)
This will imply in particular that µˆt ∈ L
1(Rn). Then, by using the Fourier
inversion formula (see [23, Propositions 2.5]) we will get the assertion.
It is not restrictive to assume that Q = 0 and a = 0 in (2.3), i.e., that (Zt)
has no Gaussian component. For any y ∈ Rn, we have
∣∣∣ exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ψ(B∗esA
∗
y)ds
)∣∣∣ = exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ds
∫
Rd
(
1− cos(〈B∗esA
∗
y, z〉)
)
ν(dz)
)
.
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First, note that condition (1.4) is equivalent to the fact that
∫
{z∈Rd : |〈z,k〉|≤1}
〈z, k〉2 ν(dz) ≥ C |k|α, (3.2)
for sufficiently large k ∈ Rd, say |k| ≥ c0. To see this, it is enough to change
in the condition (1.4), the vector h to the vector k/r. Fix y ∈ Rn with |y| ≥ 1;
using also the inequality 1− cos(u) ≥ c1|u|
2, if |u| ≤ pi, we find
∫ t
0
ds
∫
Rd
(
1− cos(〈B∗esA
∗
y, z〉)
)
ν(dz)
≥ c1
∫ t
0
ds
∫
{z∈Rd : |〈B∗esA∗y,z〉|≤1}
〈B∗esA
∗
y, z〉2 ν(dz)
≥ c1
∫ t
0
1{s∈[0,t] : |B∗esA∗y|≥c0} ds
∫
{z∈Rd : |〈B∗esA∗y,z〉|≤1}
〈B∗esA
∗
y, z〉2 ν(dz)
≥ c1C
∫ t
0
1{s∈[0,t] : |B∗esA∗y|≥c0} |B
∗esA
∗
y|αds.
Set Mt = sup{|B
∗esA
∗
h| : s ∈ [0, t], |h| ≤ 1, h ∈ Rn}; since
∣∣∣B∗esA∗y|y|Mt
∣∣∣ ≤ 1,
s ∈ [0, t], we get
c1C
∫ t
0
1{s∈[0,t] : |B∗esA∗y|≥c0} |B
∗esA
∗
y|αds
≥ c1C |y|
αMαt
∫ t
0
1{s∈[0,t] : |B∗esA∗y|≥c0}
∣∣∣B∗esA
∗
y
|y|Mt
∣∣∣αds
≥ c1C |y|
αMαt
∫ t
0
1{s∈[0,t] : |B∗esA∗y|≥c0}
∣∣∣B∗esA
∗
y
|y|Mt
∣∣∣2ds.
Let us recall that the rank condition (1.2) is equivalent to the existence of Ct > 0
such that, for any u ∈ Rn,
∫ t
0 |B
∗esA
∗
u|2 ds ≥ Ct|u|
2 (see [27]). Moreover
∫ t
0
1{s : |B∗esA∗y|≤c0}
∣∣∣B∗esA
∗
y
|y|Mt
∣∣∣2ds ≤ c20t
|y|2M2t
This implies that, for any y ∈ Rn, with |y| ≥ 1,
c1C |y|
αMαt
∫ t
0
1{s : |B∗esA∗y|≥c0}
∣∣∣B∗esA
∗
y
|y|Mt
∣∣∣2ds
≥ c1CCt |y|
αMα−2t − c1C |y|
αMαt
∫ t
0
1{s : |B∗esA∗y|≤c0}
∣∣∣B∗esA
∗
y
|y|Mt
∣∣∣2ds
≥ c1CCt |y|
αMα−2t − c1C |y|
αMαt
c20t
|y|2M2t
.
We get, for any y ∈ Rn, |y| ≥ 1,
∫ t
0
ds
∫
Rd
(
1− cos(〈B∗esA
∗
y, z〉)
)
ν(dz) ≥ c1CCtM
α−2
t |y|
α − c1Cc
2
0tM
α−2
t .
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The assertion (3.1) is proved.
Finally, by the Fourier inversion formula,
pt(y) =
1
(2pi)n
∫
Rn
e−i〈y,h〉 exp
(
−
∫ t
0
ψ(B∗esA
∗
h)ds
)
dh, y ∈ Rn, (3.3)
is the density of µt. Differentiating under the integral sign, we get easily the
assertion. The proof is complete.
Remark 3.1. It follows from Theorem 1.3 that for any Borel function f with
compact support one has Ptf ∈ C
∞
b (R
n), for any t > 0 (i.e., Ptf ∈ C
∞(Rn) with
all bounded derivatives of any order) where Ptf(x) =
∫
Rn
f(z)pt(z−e
tAx)dz.We
do not know if this regularizing effect holds for all f ∈ Bb(R
n) as we are unable
to show that for a given multi-index β the partial derivative Dβpt is integrable
on Rn.
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